
...Into Battle!

Mass Combat in Hollow Earth Expedition

Come on, Men..!

There are going to be times when a pulp hero 
finds themselves in the midst of bigger events 
than a one-on-one punch up with a villain, or even 
crapping with a couple of his henchmen -- we’re 
talking about raiding the secret volcano base with 
a troop of Japanese Secret Service ninjas, holding 
off a rampaging army of Thuggee cultists with a 
company of His Majesty’s finest in India, or 
leading Hollow Earth natives against Nazi 
soldiers...

These rules fill the gap in Hollow Earth 
Expedition’s rules concerning mass combat: be it 
a platoon of troops duking it out with another 
force, a fleet of ships, or a flight of airplanes.

First, both sides need to figure out how many 
combatants they have and divide by 10. On a 
piece of paper, or using style chips or some other 
marker, you keep track of the troops and how 
they’re doing, with each chip being 10% of the 
respective forces.

As an example, we will have one side as an 
entrenched set of  Shanghai gangsters, holed up 
in a series of “alleyway houses” that provide tight 
quarters and no easy means of ingress or escape. 
There are about 300 gang members in this 
housing complex, most armed with hand/melee 
weapons. On the other side, the heroes are 
working with the Shanghai Municipal Police, with 
125 men armed with Enfield #2 carbines and a 
collection of pistols.

...Follow Me!

First, we have to figure the WARFARE or 
LEADERSHIP skill of commander of each force. 
In this case, the SMP are led by a player character 
with a Warfare rating of 4. The gangsters are led 
by a lesser lieutenant -- a glorified mook -- who 
the gamemaster decides has a Warfare of 4, as 

well, thanks to the constant infighting of the 
various Green Gang factions, as well as against 
the communists in town.

Second, we figure out the relative strengths of the 
forces. In our example, the gangsters have 30 
men/chip, the police 12. The gangsters have 
overwhelming numbers. Because of this, the 
gangsters gain +2 dice to their commander’s dice 
pool.

The Field of Battle!

Next, we add in some basic modifiers for the 
situation: 

Terrain & Fortifications Modifier

Side has a geographic advantage (the 
high ground, tree or other cover...)

+1

Side has defensible position (foxhole, 
low walls, etc.)

+2

Side had distinct defensive position 
(fortifications of some sort)

+4

In our example, the gang has a very defensible 
position, but it’s hardly a fortress. they gain 
another +2 to their leader’s dice pool.

Force Multipliers Modifier

Side has superior weaponry (guns v. 
bows or hand weapons)

+1

Side has cavalry or light artillery aid +2

Side has armored units or air cover +4

The police have guns vs. hand weapons, and a few 
of those police have Thompson guns (the Reserve 
unit the players are part of.) The gamemaster 



decides the Chicago Typewriters tip the scales 
enough to give a +2 advantage.

When the fight starts, they are fairly evenly 
matched with both commanders rolling a six dice.

The Fray

The two commanders resolve the first action. The 
number of successes are the number of chips the 
respective sides lose -- either dead or 
incapacitated in some manner.

The SMP rolls a three, the gangs start out well 
with a 4.  The gangs have 30% of their number 
down in the first few minutes of combat: 90 men 
either dead, injured, or captured. The police 
suffer 48 losses.

At this point, the commanders must check the 
morale of their units. They roll a LEADERSHIP 
(or CHARISMAx2 if they don’t have the skill) vs. 
the number of losses. They must gain that 
number of successes, or see their forces routed.

There are several things that could happen at this 
point -- both force commanders could roll the 
number of successes needed. The fight can 
continue, or one side can decide to attempt to 
disengage. If they continue to fight, figure the 
number of combatants -- in this case the 
gangsters have 70% of their forces (210 men) 
and the SMP 60% (77 men). The gangs still have 
superior numbers and gain a +2, plus the +2 for 
their defensible position; the police have +2 for 
superior weaponry. Resolve as above.

If one side decides to disengage, the commander 
rolls a LEADERSHIP and if he can beat the 
number of successes of the enemy leader, the 
battle is over.

If both sides fail to maintain morale, the battle is 
over as both forces scatter.

Example: The gang leader rolls a 2 on his 
LEADERSHIP of 3: the gang is running for it, 

scattered by the attack. Our SMP inspector rolls 
his DIPLOMACY of 4 (he has not 
LEADERSHIP, specialty) and gets 2 successes. 
He spends three style points and manages to 
bring the number of successes to 4. His police 
force was almost repulsed but the violence, but 
they press on into the alleyway houses, clearing 
out the Green Gang.

A force that is routed cannot fight, but their 
opponents may press the attack. The police are 
still numerically inferior, but have superior 
weapons. He rolls six dice and gains four 
successes. That’s another 40% of the gang down 
(120 men.)

the leader of a routed force may attempt to regain 
command with a LEADERSHIP test equal to the 
half the number of chips lost if they’ve taken no 
more damage, otherwise he tests against any 
successes that are taken from the opposing force.

In this example, the gang is routed and trying to 
flee the alleyway compound. They suffer another 
40% of their number killed, injured, or captured. 
The lead gangster tests against a four. If he fails, 
he cannot gain control of the units for at least 12 
hours. If he succeeds, he can attempt to reengage 
or disengage.

A Matter of Scale

This rules set is easily scalable. The chips/
markers can represent any number of combatants 
-- from a squad-level engagement to armies. Each 
combat round would be scaled for the size of the 
conflict: a small skirmish might take a matter of 
minutes/round, a company or battalion level fight 
10 minutes/round or so, divisions could fight for 
an hour/round, and armies a day or so. The time 
scale per combat round would be entirely up to 
the gamemaster; these are simply guidelines.

There I Was, In the Thick of It...



Characters can be involved in these conflicts to 
various levels of importance, either as an 
individual, or as a “unit commander.”

The first way -- have the characters run through 
various combat sequences per mass combat 
round. This could be something as simple as 
getting off their landing craft, wading through the 
surf and running across the beach to get cover 
from a German machinegun nest, then having to 
hit that nest to allow more of the force to get 
ashore safely.

This could be played out in it’s entirety or they 
could each roll for their respective units to 
complete a mission for that combat round. A 
single WARFARE or LEADERSHIP test vs. a 
difficulty set by the gamemaster. If they are 
successful in their mission, they could add a +2 to 
the overall mass combat roll, potentially changing 
the course of the fight. 

If characters are different “ranks,” you could have 
the leader of the mission (the general for the 
examples) roll an AVERAGE LEADERSHIP or 
WARFARE test. If successful, they could spread 
their successes between their section leaders for 
the combat round.

Example: Paul is the “general” in this scenario. 
Assaulting the alleyway houses, he orders James 
to flank the bad guys by going across the roofs of 
neighboring houses, while having Joe swing 
around the rear to cut off their route of escape. 
Paul’s WARFARE is 4. He gets 2 successes and 
applies one to each of the subordinates. Joe and 
James gain a +1 die to their dice pools.

Paul then rolls his six dice (he’s the inspector 
from the above example) and gets three 
successes. James and Joe have to roll for their 
missions against a difficulty of 3 for James and 2 
for Joe. James rolls a 2 and Joe a 4: Paul gains a 
+2 for Joe’s success, and nothing from James’ 
roll. He rolls those two dice and gets another two 
successes -- Joe’s blocking the line of escape has 

caused the gang to lose another 20% of the 
number than they would have, had Paul just gone 
with his own successes. James might not have 
succeeded in tipping the balance, but unless he 
got no successes, he wouldn’t not have lost his 
men.

With these rules, you have a quick, rules-light set 
of mass combat rules for Hollow Earth 
Expedition that are easily scalable, bot for size of 
the conflict, and for complexity -- gamemasters 
could easily add more layers of modifiers for 
armor, air cover, super-weapons, or other aspects 
of their campaign.


